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It is axiomatic that lifesaving takes precedence over salvage –but saving the ship

may also be the best means of saving her passengers and crew.

International Maritime Organization Maritime Safety Committee 

MSC.1/Circ.1183 31 May 2006

Introductory words



“Saving a vessel may be the best means of saving the lives aboard the vessel”

IAMSAR manual, Volume I , Chapter 5.3.14

Introductory words



According to the data of the HELCOM AIS there are about 2,000 ships in the

Baltic marine area at any given moment, and each month around 3,500–5,000

ships operating in the waters of the Baltic Sea.

The traffic in the Baltic Sea 



According to the Helsinki Commission recommendation 28E/12 Every sub-

region should have adequate emergency towing capacity to be able to handle

the largest vessels sailing in the region in rough sea conditions (e.g. Beaufort

10-12 in the Baltic Sea). Spatial allocation and preparedness should

correspond to the time limits for approaching and securing a ship in distress

along the major shipping lane(s) in the sub-region before it reaches shallow

waters.

HELCOM Recommendation 



On 2 February 2011 general cargo vessel Marion K suffered mechanical

breakdown some 2 nautical miles west of Butinge oil terminal and asked for

assistance. MRCC of the Lithuanian NAVY request assistance from private

towing company Towmar Smit Baltic. Tug TAK-9 tow disabled vessel to

Klaipeda port.

Emergency towing operations



On 15 February 2012 the cargo (timber) ship Phantom experienced a

movement of the cargo on deck and listed about 40 degrees. The abandoned

ship was drifting towards the northern tip of the Island Öland one the Swedish

west coast. In the morning of the 15th of February coast guard vessel KBV 003

arrived and began to tow Phantom towards Oskarshamn late afternoon.

Emergency towing operations



On 24 December 2013 general cargo vessel Rebecca Rousing suffered

mechanical breakdown some 30 nautical miles south of Oland island, Baltic

sea, and asked for assistance. Coast guard vessel KBV 002 took freighter on

tow at around 1030 LT and started to tow her towards northern part of Oland

in order to get shelter from stormy weather.

Emergency towing operations



The German concept of emergency towing prescribes a maximum response

time of two hours for any incident in German coastal waters. The German

requirements for the Baltic Sea basic requirements for new Emergency Towing

Vessels: Cruising speed – 16,5 kn, bollard pull <100 t, draught max 6 m.

The German concept of emergency towing 



Date of 

arrival 

Name Type Length (m) Width 

(m)

Draught 

(m)

Dead

Weight 

(tons)

Gross 

tonnage 

(tons)

2014-01-14 Tana Sea Bulk carrier 229,2 38 14,9 93246 50729 

2014-06-17 Celebrity Eclipse Cruise liner 317,30 36.88 8.3 9500 121878 

2013-10-10 Aegean Harmony Tanker 248,95 43,8 14.9 115824 61473 

2012-01-20 MSC Krystal Containership 277,3 40 14,5 72900 66399 

2011-05-23 MSC Sariska Containership 294,12 32,28 13,5 67183 52181 

2011-03-01 MSC Fortunate Containership 274,67 40 14 68363 64054 

2010-01-20 Aghios Makarios Bulk carrier 228.6 43 12.85 88309 47828 

2009-10-26 Hoegh Delhi Ro-Ro ship 199.9 32.26 8.81 55775 16890 

2008-03-10 Tour Tanker 274.47 48.04 17 158817 81295 

Klaipeda port records



Port statistics 



Emergency towing vessel capability matrix

Emergency services use bollard pull to determine which response vessel would

be best to dispatch. It is considered the most important specification for

emergency towing vessels. Bollard pull is measured in tons and related to the

horsepower of a tugboat. The bollard pull necessary to tow a distressed vessel

varies depending on vessel type, both tugboat and stranded ship, and weather

conditions.



Emergency towing vessel capability matrix

tanker Tour DW 158817 



For a tanker with a deadweight of less than 40,000 tons in moderate weather, a

bollard pull between 35 and 39 tons will suffice. However, for a tanker with

deadweight of 75,000 tons in rough weather, a bollard pull more than 60 tons is

required to ensure a successful tow. In line with the recommendation above, it

is therefore suggested a minimum of 25% is taken off the power requirements

when considering towage in open seas.

Emergency towing vessel capability matrix



Historically, there has not been a dedicated emergency tow vessel in the

Lithuanian waters to assist a ship that has lost power or propulsion. However,

tugs of opportunity – tugs that are available in the port of Klaipeda but not

dedicated to rescue services – may be able to aid a distressed vessel if they are

willing and able to divert their activities. Effective emergency towing system

requires that a tug be available, able to reach the distressed vessel in the

conditions at the time, and able to control the vessel once on scene.

Emergency towing capabilities in Lithuania



Klaipeda port tugs data

Tug name Year built
Draft 

(m)

Power 

(kW)

Bollard pull 

(tons)

Max. 

speed 

(knots)

GMDSS

Area

SOLL TENGIZ 2001 5,8 2880 60 13 A3

KLASCO-1 2008 4,6 3370 55 13 A1

KLASCO-2 2009 4,6 3370 55 13 A1

PERKUNAS 1973 4,3 880 17 11,5 Internal port area

STUMBRAS 2000 4,7 3132 53 13 Internal port area

TAK-3 1979 3,6 1280 25 10 A1

TAK-5 1972 4,8 1280 35 10 A1

TAK-6 2009 4,5 3370 56 12 A1

TAK-7 1998 5,2 3040 52 12 A1



Problems can arise where the tug is chartered to carry out a task that requires

a certain BP rating. The specification given to the charterer will usually be as

per the BP certificate. The tug will have on board documentation, including a

certificate issued by a competent authority proving the BP. It is not unexpected

that as the tug gets older, the efficiency of the main engines and equipment will

decrease the BP.

Bollard Pull certificate

Tugs and Tows A Practical Safety and Operational Guide -

www.shipownersclub.com



Tug name Year built
Bollard pull 

(tons)

Real 

bollard pull

(knots)

SOLL TENGIZ 2001 60 57,6

KLASCO-1 2008 55 55

KLASCO-2 2009 55 55

PERKUNAS 1973 17 11,6

STUMBRAS 2000 53 50,4

TAK-3 1979 25 18,5

TAK-5 1972 35 23,5

TAK-6 2009 56 12

TAK-7 1998 52 48,7

If the BP (Bollard Pull) certificate is older than 10 years, the accepted BP rating

should be reduced by 1% per year of age greater than 10 years i.e. a tug with a

20 year old BP certificate of 50 tonnes will effectively have a BP rating of 50

tonnes less 10 x 1% = 45 tonnes.

Klaipeda port tugs data

Tugs and Tows A Practical Safety and Operational Guide -

www.shipownersclub.com



Calculation of the required Bollard Pull to tow ship 

Rough calculation of required Bollard Pull in case of ship-shaped tows: 

Another formula to roughly determine the requested Bollard Pull under 

consideration of aerodynamic resistance and Seas state: 

A simplified formula for the rough calculation of required Bollard Pull 

reads as follow:::



Shipping traffic in the Lithuanian Exclusive 

Economic zone



Lithuanian SAR region – 105 nm

Lithuanian EEZ – 70 nm

1 TUG 6 TUGS

Coverage area by tugs



In total about 40 percent of yearly time tugs “Soll Tengiz” and “Tak-3” are

engaged in direct tanker assistance duties and has limited possibility for other

purposes.

Tugs availability



During escort, convoy, leading and mooring LNG Carriers and FSRU (Floating

Storage and Regasification Unit) 4 tugs shall be used.

If wind is anticipated in excess of 23 m/s, FRSU, which is moored to the Terminal,

must order the sufficient number of tugs for ensuring safe stay.

If wind is anticipated in excess of 20 m/s, LNG Carrier moored to the FSRU must

order the sufficient number of tugs for ensuring safe stay.

Tugs availability



•Only one tug can operate in Lithuanian SAR area. Six tugs in Klaipeda port

have restrictions up to 30 nm. Two tugs can operate only in internal port area.

• Theoretically only 3 tugs or less will be possible to use in rough weather

conditions for emergency towing, but not far 30 nm from shore.

• Towing capacity is not enough to assist largest vessels in open sea proceeding

to port of Klaipeda, especially in rough weather.

• The result of this presentation needs further research, especially calculation

of the required Bollard Pull to tow diasbled ship.

Conclusion



Thank you!


